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ABSTRACT

In this paper the effect of truck traffic on road safety has been analyzed through simulation study. The main objective of the study is to quantify the effect of the decreasing average annual daily traffic of heavy duty vehicles (trucks) on road safety. As the road safety indicators the frequency road accidents is considered. The data used in the study were collected from one of the most crowded routes in Spain which connects Almeria (south-east) with Barcelona (northeast). The observed data covers year 2010 and were classified into 2 road types: dual carriageways and toll roads. The estimation was carried out using negative binomial model and Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation. Using the estimation results new traffic scenarios were proposed where the traffic flow is assumed to change its values. A total of 33 scenarios were proposed and new accidents data were generated through MCMC sampling. The comparison of the simulated and observed accident data shows that the effect of decreasing truck traffic flow could meliorate road safety in the route. The simulation tool could be applied to evaluate the effects of freight modal shift from road to rail.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the year 2010, the 82.48% of the global total of domestic ton-km in Spain, were moved by road while the rail modal shift was 2.4%. In 2012, the rail share was 4% in compared to EU average of 17% (Eurostat, 2012), confirming the supremacy of road transport in goods transportation. The future development of the EU transport system consists of the goals of achieving a 50% shift in middle distance passenger and longer distance freight journeys from road to other modes by 2020, as well as achieving a 60% reduction in CO$_2$ emissions and significant reduction in oil dependency of this sector as efficiency enhancement indicator (European Commission, 2001, 2011).

As the part of the EU transport policy with respect to decreasing transport related energy and emissions, the Spanish Ministry of Transportation (MFOM) have advertise the goal of shifting 8-10% of the interurban land transport to rail transport by 2020 in the Strategic Plan for encouraging the Rail Freight transport in Spain (Spanish Ministry of...
Empirical studies suggest that shifting away from road freight transport to different modes (e.g. railways, fluvial, maritime, etc.) can reduce the energy and emissions, as well as improve road safety (Ecola et al., 2009, Nealer et al., 2012). The main objective of this work is to determine how partially removing the trucks from the total traffic through proposed traffic scenarios might affect the road safety and try to quantify this hypothetical impact through a statistical methodology based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation.

The road accident data were collected from the previously mentioned heavy freight route and covers the year 2010. The observed data on road safety indicator was first estimated as the function of different independent factors using a negative binomial model where a priori non informative distributions were assigned to parameters. Then using the results of the empirical studies, new accident data were simulated through different scenarios and their effect on safety was evaluated.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the data are analysed, in section 3 the models estimation through Negative Binomial Regression is carried out. Section 4 introduces the simulation of scenarios and provides the results. The main conclusions are presented in section 5.

### 2. DATA DESCRIPTION

Observed data were collected from 95 road sections in Barcelona-Almeria route. Each road segment was classified as either dual carriageway (A) or toll roads (P). The characteristics of road segments are described in Table 1. The total length of the route is 714.36 km, where 56% of its amount are classified as dual carriageway, A while the remaining 44% are toll roads, P.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Road Type</th>
<th>Segments</th>
<th>Length (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>714.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual carriageway (A)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>307.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toll roads (P)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>406.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1 – Road section classification.**

Road safety is measured through total accidents number $ACCTOT$ in 2010. Count-data variable $ACCTOT$ is the sum of accidents that took place in both directions. Box plot of the indicator as the function of road types is described in Figure 1. Maximum number of accidents as well the mean (accident number per segments type) are reached in toll roads. (See Table 2). Number of road accidents is studied as the function of traffic volume, a measure of exposure, speed and weather condition. The descriptive statistics of all the variables are presented in Table 2.
2.1 Road Accident Predictors
In this study we are focusing on the effects of aggregated traffic flow, annual average daily traffic, on total road accidents, where both AADT of total vehicles and of trucks (AADTHDV) were considered. The maximum number of AADT belong to dual carriageway. In order to evaluate the effect of truck traffic flow on accidents the percentage of truck traffic with respect to the total traffic (%HDV) was considered. On
average AADTHDV constitute 15% of the total AADT. The highest average flow of trucks (25%) is observed in dual carriageway, although it is not significantly different than the average percentage of trucks in toll roads (24%).

The relationship between the traffic flow and the accident rate has been analysed in several studies. Under the influence of different factors this relationship can be both linear and U-shaped (Wang et al., 2013; Martin, 2002; Garber and Subramanyan, 2001), e.g. under free traffic flow conditions (Ceder and Livneh, 1982). Lord et al. (2005) observe that although there is a positive relationship between traffic flow and accident occurrence however the accidents seem to increase at a decreasing rate as the traffic flow increases. The overall results of these studies show that the total number of accidents increases as traffic flow increases.

As the exposure variable the length of the road segment, LONG, is considered. The effect of road segment length on the accident frequency has been analysed mainly through exploratory data analysis (Thomas, 1996; Anastasopoulos and Mannering, 2009). The studies determined that the accident count observed on a road segment increases with the length of the segment. The length of the road segments in the route varies between 0.55 and 25.87 km, where the longest road segments belong to toll roads.

Speed is considered to be one of the main factors affecting the road safety. It has been stated that there is an increasing relationship between the higher speed and severity of the accidents (Chen et al., 2000; Yu et al., 2014; Dadashova et al., 2014). Almost 22% of the accident related fatalities have been estimated to be caused by inadequate speed (Chen et al., 2000) as it was observed in fatal accidents in Spain during year. In this study we have been interested in the difference between the average speed of passenger cars and the heavy vehicles, DV. Depending on the road type the minimum amount of the difference of speed risen by this two categories of vehicles types, ranges between 7.5 and 75.8 km per hour in dual carriageway type. The mean value of DV are next in the two road type. In the route the minimum speed difference value is 7.5 in A and 25.1 km/h in P type, while the maximum DV is observed to be 75.8 and 31 km/h in A and P respectively.

Among the factors affecting the crashes and the severity level of the accidents there are also weather conditions. Rainfall is associated with increasing accident risk especially in case of fatal accidents (Fridström, 1995; Dadashova et al., 2014). The weather conditions are represented by the amount of rainfall, PREC, which fluctuates between 25.42 and 38.74 mm with the average value of 33.43 mm.

3. MODEL ESTIMATION
3.1 Negative Binomial Model Estimation
Effect of explanatory variables of the road accident number was estimated using negative binomial model. A new variable, n, was used as an offset in order to normalize the count data:
Statistical model estimation was carried out through MCMC sampling where the model parameters were assigned non-informative priors. Regression coefficient parameters, $\beta_k$, were assigned a multivariate normal distribution with $N(0, \sigma^2)$. Dispersion parameter $\alpha$ was assigned a non-informative gamma prior, $\Gamma(a, b)$ where $a$ and $b$ are hyperparameters. The model estimation was carried out using WinBUGS software. As the goodness of fit measures deviance information criteria (DIC) and $R^2$ were used. Model estimation results are presented in Table 3. Parameter estimates are presented with their 95% credibility intervals, which is not to be confused with confidence intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>2.5%</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>97.5%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>log(AADT)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log(DV)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log(PREC)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road type:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>-1.59</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>-1.50</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log(%HDV)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>-1.11</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log(\alpha)</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIC</td>
<td>414</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3 – NB model parameter estimates with 95% probability interval.**

The NB model fitted to the data has the following form:

$$Y_A = (A)^{0.42} (\text{AADT})^{0.46} (%\text{HDV})^{0.30} (\text{DV})^{0.81} (\text{PREC})^{0.02} (\text{LONG})^{1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$Y_P = (P)^{0.70} (\text{AADT})^{0.46} (%\text{HDV})^{0.21} (\text{DV})^{0.81} (\text{PREC})^{0.02} (\text{LONG})^{1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The estimation results indicate that the effect of both AADT and %HDV on accident count are increasing in both road types. As well as the effect of speed difference and the precipitation are estimated to be negative on road accident occurrence.

### 3.2 Cross-Validation

In order to cross validate the estimation results the new accident data was simulated and compared with the observed values. This estimation was implemented though MCMC sampling. For the MCMC simulation the priors of the model parameters were set to be the same as before, i.e. non-informative normal multivariate for the regression estimates and gamma prior for the dispersion parameter. The prediction estimation was carried out and the 95% confidence interval was computed for each model (Figure 2). As we can observe from the graphical representation of the prediction results, all of the observations fall within the confidence intervals.
The prediction accuracy of the model was computed using mean absolute error (MAE) and mean squared error (MSE):

\[
MAE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{t=1}^{n} |\hat{Y}_t - Y_t| \\
MSE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{t=1}^{n} (\hat{Y}_t - Y_t)^2
\]

The accuracy measures are estimated to be 1.03% and 1.85% for MAE and MSE respectively, showing that the simulated data was able replicate more than 98% of the observed data.

4. TRAFFIC SCENARIO: SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
This study is essentially focused on how decreasing the road freight transport flow might affect the road safety. For this purpose new traffic scenarios are proposed and the accident data were simulated using the estimation results presented in the previous section. In order to estimate the effect of the changing traffic on the road safety indicators, the results of the simulation are compared with the observed data.

4.1 Description of Traffic Scenarios
Traffic scenarios were constructed by considering the reductions in truck traffic flow and total traffic flow as described below:

I. 5% decrease in truck traffic flow (AADTHDV; 5%)
   a. No change in total traffic flow (0%) (I_0)
   b. Gradual increase in total traffic flow from 1% to 10% (I_10)

II. 10% decrease in truck traffic flow (AADTHDV; 10%)
   a. No change in total traffic flow (0%) (I_0)
   b. Gradual increase in total traffic flow from 1% to 10% (I_10)
III. 15% decrease in truck traffic flow (AADTHDV; 15%)
   a. No change in total traffic flow (0%) (III₀)
   b. Gradual increase in total traffic flow from 1% to 10% (III₁₀)

As a result a total of 33 scenarios were suggested.

4.2 Road Accident Variations

In Figure 3 the effect of shifting truck traffic flow on road accident number in each road type, according to each of the traffic scenarios, is described. As it can be observed the effect of the decreasing truck traffic on road safety is expected to be positive in all three cases (i.e. 5%, 10%, and 15%). It can be observed that when the truck traffic decreases 5%, the number of road accidents could increases by 0.5% as the result of averaging the 10 scenarios of induced traffic in road type A. However the effects seems to be the opposite when the truck traffic decreases by 10% and 15% respectively where the scenarios simulated are positive in enhancing safety although the reduction became lower besides total traffic and thus total exposure rise from 1% to 10% (0.6 and 1.5).

**Figure 3 a– Estimated shift in the number of fatal accidents, %$$\Delta$$**

**Figure 3 b– Estimated shift in the number of fatal accidents, %$$\Delta$$**

The effect of decreasing truck volume on accident occurrence on toll roads ($P$) however is observed to be positive in all the scenarios simulated. The average percentage variations...
are 1.2%, 2.8% and 4.3% reduction when the truck volume decrease 5%, 10% and 15% respectively (see Table 4).

**AADTHDV; 15%**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Road Type</th>
<th>$I_0 - I_{10}$</th>
<th>$II_0 - II_{10}$</th>
<th>$III_0 - III_{10}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3 c– Estimated shift in the number of fatal accidents, $\%\varDelta$.**

**Table 4 – Average percentage variations ($\%\varDelta$) in the number of total accidents.**

Globally the decreasing truck traffic scenarios are essentially positive on reducing accident occurrence. For three scenarios of truck traffic decrease the corresponding reductions are 0.3%, 1.6% and 2.9% in total. These reductions are linearly correlated with the increasing traffic volume as it can be observed in Figure 4. As the total traffic volume increases, an increment of the accident count can be expected.
Figure 4 – Evolution of road accident numbers following the gradual shifts in AADT when AADTHDV decreases.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The article studies the effect of the shifting truck traffic flow on road safety in Barcelona-Almeria route in Spain. The main reason behind this study, is the increasing motivations by the safety concerned as well as environmental organizations directed at the trade-off between road freight transport and railways with the purpose of decreasing accident rate, energy and emissions generated by transport sector. This study tries to analyse how the removal of trucks from total traffic flow, hypothetically would affect the road safety indicators.

It is a quite straightforward the fact that removing the freight transport vehicles from roads, will have an impact on the remaining traffic flow. Therefore, considering the simultaneous effect of both truck traffic and total traffic are important factors to consider in order to carry out the simulation study. Removing the freight transport vehicles from the traffic steam, and varying simultaneously the number of total vehicles in one road section, seem to have a positive impact in improving road safety. This possible improvement is particularly relevant in case of toll roads. The effect in dual carriageways is dependent of the level of truck average traffic reduction: these road segments could be contributors to safety in the 15% AADTHDV reduction, as far the simulated scenarios shows.

This outcome is especially important, given that Spain is in a recovering economy process and this actual favourable conditions can increase the demand for heavy goods vehicles in both high capacity road types. Thus, taking preventive measures having road type performance into account, will be the desirable action as far as the future improvement of road safety is concerned. The results of the simulation study provide us with very
important outcomes for the future decision making concerning the road safety policies, as well to address freight modal shift from road to rail, specially focused on routes, where the railway is an alternative mode as it is the case.
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